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CONTROLLING WIRELESS DEVICE 
COMMUNICATION 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

A wireless communication network includes a plurality of 
access points or access nodes. An access node can be shared 
by two or more network operators, or an access node can be 
controlled by a single network operator, for example, as a 
dedicated access node. 
A wireless device of a first network operator can detect 

signals from an access node controlled by a second network 
operator, and yet be denied access to the network through the 
access node controlled by the second network operator. For 
example, a wireless device of the first network operator can be 
in communication with a first access node under the shared 
control of a first network operator and a second network 
operator, and can detect a carrier signal from a second access 
node under the control of only the second network operator. 
While the carrier signal may be strong enough for the second 
access node to be a candidate to provide communication to 
the wireless device, when the wireless device of the first 
network operator requests to perform a handover to the sec 
ond access node, the wireless device may be denied access to 
a communication system through the second access node, for 
example, because the wireless device is not authorized to 
access a network of the second network operator. When the 
wireless device tries repeatedly to request a handover to the 
second access node, a battery level of the wireless device can 
be drained rapidly while the wireless device is denied access 
to the communication network of the second network opera 
tor through the second access node. 
Overview 

In an embodiment, a first request is received for a perfor 
mance of a handover of a wireless device from a first access 
node shared by a first network operator and a second network 
operator to a second access node controlled only by the sec 
ond network operator. A rejection response is sent preventing 
the execution of the handover, and a handover prevention 
value is set to prevent the sending of a second request for the 
performance of a handover of the wireless device from the 
first access node to the second access node. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary communication system to 
control wireless device communication. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary method of controlling wire 
less device communication. 

FIG. 3 illustrates another exemplary communication sys 
tem to control wireless device communication. 

FIG. 4 illustrates another exemplary method of controlling 
wireless device communication 

FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary signal strength thresholds. 
FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary processing node. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In an embodiment, a first request is received for a perfor 
mance of a handover of a wireless device from a first access 
node, shared by a first network operator and a second network 
operator, to a second access node controlled only by the 
second network operator. A rejection response is sent prevent 
ing the performance of the handover, and a handover preven 
tion value is set to prevent the sending of a second request for 
the performance of a handover of the wireless device from the 
first access node to the second access node. In an embodi 
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2 
ment, a first signal strength threshold and a second signal 
strength threshold are set to prevent the wireless device from 
scanning a carrier of the second access node when a signal 
strength of a carrier of the first access node meets the first 
threshold. The wireless device is permitted to scana carrier of 
the second access node and is prevented from performing a 
handover from the first access node to the second access node 
when a signal strength of the carrier of the first access node is 
below the first threshold and above the second threshold; 
when a signal strength of the carrier of the first access node 
meets the second threshold, the wireless device is permitted 
to scan a carrier of the second access node and to request a 
performance of a handover of the wireless device from the 
first access node to the second access node. 

FIG.1 illustrates an exemplary communication system 100 
to control wireless device communication comprising wire 
less device 102, access node 104, access node 106, and com 
munication network 108. Examples of wireless device 102 
can include a cellphone, a Smartphone, a computing platform 
Such as a laptop, palmtop, or tablet, a personal digital assis 
tant, or an internet access device, including combinations 
thereof. Wireless device 102 can be capable of communicat 
ing over more than one carrier, such as a multi-mode wireless 
device. Wireless device 102 can communicate with access 
nodes 104 and 106 over communication links 110 and 112, 
respectively. 

Access nodes 104 and 106 are network nodes capable of 
providing wireless communications to wireless device 102. 
and can be, for example, a base transceiver station, a radio 
base station, an eNodeB device, or an enhanced eNodeB 
device. Access nodes 104 and 106 can be under the control of 
one or more network operators, and each may be in commu 
nication with a network element of communication network 
108 which provides instructions to an access node. Such as a 
call controller or communication controller (for example, a 
mobility management entity (MME) or a mobile switching 
center (MSC)). Access nodes 104 and 106 are in communi 
cation with communication network 108 over communica 
tion links 114 and 116, respectively. 

Communication network 108 can be a wired and/or wire 
less communication network, and can comprise processing 
nodes, routers, gateways, and physical and/or wireless data 
links for carrying data among various network elements, 
including combinations thereof, and can include a local area 
network, a wide area network, and an internetwork (including 
the Internet). Communication network 108 may also com 
prise base stations, wireless communication nodes, telephony 
Switches, internet routers, network gateways, computer sys 
tems, communication links, or some other type of communi 
cation equipment, and combinations thereof. Wireless net 
work protocols may comprise code division multiple access 
(CDMA) 1xRTT. Global System for Mobile communications 
(GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
(UMTS), High-SpeedPacket Access (HSPA), Evolution Data 
Optimized (EV-DO), EV-DO rev. A. Third Generation Part 
nership Project Long Term Evolution (3GPP LTE), and 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
(WiMAX). Wired network protocols that may be utilized by 
communication network 106 comprise Ethernet, Fast Ether 
net, Gigabit Ethernet, LocalTalk (such as Carrier Sense Mul 
tiple Access with Collision Avoidance), Token Ring, Fiber 
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), and Asynchronous Trans 
fer Mode (ATM). 
Communication links 110, 112, 114, and 116 can be wired 

or wireless communication links. Wired communication 
links can be, for example, twisted pair cable, coaxial cable or 
fiber optic cable, or combinations thereof. Wireless commu 
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nication links can be a radio frequency, microwave, infrared, 
or other similar signal, and can use a Suitable communication 
protocol, for example, Global System for Mobile telecommu 
nications (GSM), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
(WiMAX), or Long Term Evolution (LTE), or combinations 
thereof. Other wireless protocols can also be used. 

Other network elements may be present in the communi 
cation system 100 to facilitate wireless communication but 
are omitted for clarity, Such as base stations, base station 
controllers, gateways, mobile Switching centers, dispatch 
application processors, and location registers such as a home 
location register or visitor location register. Furthermore, 
other network elements may be present to facilitate commu 
nication between access nodes 104 and 106 and communica 
tion network 108 which are omitted for clarity, including 
additional processing nodes, routers, gateways, and physical 
and/or wireless data links for carrying data among the various 
network elements. 

In an embodiment, a first request is received for a perfor 
mance of a handover of wireless device 102 from access node 
104, which is shared by a first network operator and a second 
network operator, to access node 106, which is controlled 
only by the second network operator. A rejection response is 
sent to wireless device 102 preventing the performance of the 
handover, and a handover prevention value is set to prevent 
wireless device 102 from sending a second request for the 
performance of a handover of the wireless device from access 
node 104 to access node 106. 

FIG. 2 illustrates exemplary method of controlling wireless 
device communication. In operation 202, a first handover 
request is received from a wireless device. For example, wire 
less device 102 can be in communication with access node 
104. Access node 104 can be, for example, under the control 
of a first network operator and a second network operator. 
Wireless device 102 can also detect a signal from access node 
106, Such as a pilot signal, carrier signal, and the like. When 
a signal from access node 106 meets a threshold, wireless 
device 102 can request the performance of a handover of 
wireless device 102 from access node 104 to access node 106. 
For example, wireless device 102 can detect a received signal 
strength indicator (RSSI), or a carrier plus interference to 
noise ratio (CNIR), which meets a threshold, and wireless 
device 102 can request (or communication system 100 can 
instruct wireless device 102 to request) that a handover be 
performed to hand over wireless device 102 from access node 
104 to access node 106. 

In operation 204, a rejection response can be sent prevent 
ing the performance of the handover. For example, access 
node 106 can be under the control of only the second network 
operator. While the signal from access node 106 may meet a 
threshold such that wireless device 102 requests that a han 
dover be performed, network access through access node 106 
can be denied to wireless device 102. For example, wireless 
device 102 may be authorized only by the first network opera 
tor, and thus can access a communication network only 
through access node 104. The handover request from wireless 
device 102 can thus be rejected even though the signal from 
access node 106 meets the threshold. In Such case, a rejection 
response will be received preventing the performance of the 
handover. The rejection response can be received by access 
node 104 as well as by wireless device 102. 
When the signal from access node 106 meets a threshold, 

wireless device 102 may make a second request that a han 
dover be performed to hand over wireless device 102 to 
access mode. In the case where wireless device 102 is autho 
rized only by the first network operator, the second handover 
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4 
request can also be rejected even though the signal from 
access node 106 meets the threshold. Thus wireless device 
102 may make repeated requests for the performance of a 
handover which can be denied, which may increase use of 
network resources, and can drain power from a battery of 
wireless device 102 unnecessarily. 

In operation 206, a handover prevention value is set to 
prevent the sending of a second request for the performance 
of a handover of the wireless device from the first access node 
to the second access node. For example, a handover preven 
tion value can be set to prevent wireless device 102 from 
sending a second request that a handover be performed to 
hand over wireless device 102 from access node 104 to access 
node 106. 

FIG. 3 illustrates another exemplary communication sys 
tem 300 to control wireless device communication compris 
ing wireless device 302, access nodes 304 and 306, controller 
nodes 308 and 310, handover control node 312, and commu 
nication network 314. Examples of wireless device 302 can 
include a cell phone, a Smart phone, a computing platform 
Such as a laptop, palmtop, or tablet, a personal digital assis 
tant, or an internet access device, including combinations 
thereof. Wireless device 302 can be capable of communicat 
ing over more than one carrier, such as a multi-mode wireless 
device. Wireless device 302 can communicate with access 
nodes 304 and 306 over communication links 316 and 318, 
respectively. 

Access nodes 304 and 306 are network nodes capable of 
providing wireless communications to wireless device 302, 
and can be, for example, a base transceiver station, a radio 
base station, an eNodeB device, or an enhanced eNodeB 
device. Access nodes 304 and 306 can communicate with 
each other over communication link336. Access node 304 is 
in communication with controller node 308 over communi 
cation link320 and with controller node 310 over communi 
cation link 322. Access node 306 is in communication with 
controller node 310 over communication link324. Controller 
nodes 308 and 310 can provide instructions to an access node, 
and can be, for example, a call controller or communication 
controller such as a mobility management entity (MME) or a 
mobile switching center (MSC). Controller nodes 308 and 
310 are in communication with communication network314 
over communication links 328 and 332, respectively. 

Access nodes 304 and 306 can be under the control of one 
or more network operators. For example, controller node 308 
and controller node 310 can each be under the control of a 
different network operator. Access node 304 can be con 
trolled by controller nodes 308 and 310, and thus can be 
shared by or under the control of two network operators. In 
contrast, access node 306 is only in communication with 
controller node 310, and thus can be under the control of one 
network operator through controller node 310. 

Handover control node 312 is in communication with con 
troller nodes 308 and 310 over communication links 326 and 
328, respectively, and with communication network314 over 
communication link 332. Handover control node 312 can 
comprise a processor and associated circuitry to execute or 
direct the execution of computer-readable instructions to con 
trol wireless device communication. Handover control node 
312 can retrieve and execute software from storage, which 
can include a disk drive, flash drive, memory circuitry, or 
Some other memory device, and which can be local or 
remotely accessible. The software comprises computer pro 
grams, firmware, or some other form of machine-readable 
instructions, and may include an operating system, utilities, 
drivers, network interfaces, applications, or some other type 
of Software, including combinations thereof. Handover con 
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trol node 312 can comprise a standalone network element, or 
the functionality of handover control node 312 can be 
included in another network element, such as a gateway, a 
proxy node, controller node 308 and/or 310, or another net 
work element. 

Communication network 314 can be a wired and/or wire 
less communication network, and can comprise processing 
nodes, routers, gateways, and physical and/or wireless data 
links for carrying data among various network elements, 
including combinations thereof, and can include a local area 
network, a wide area network, and an internetwork (including 
the Internet). Communication network 314 may also com 
prise base stations, wireless communication nodes, telephony 
Switches, internet routers, network gateways, computer sys 
tems, communication links, or some other type of communi 
cation equipment, and combinations thereof. Communica 
tion network 314 can employ one or more wireless and/or 
wired communication protocols, analogous to communica 
tion network 108. 

Communication links 316, 318, 320, 322, 324, 326, 328, 
330, 332 and 334 can be wired or wireless communication 
links. Wired communication links can be, for example, 
twisted pair cable, coaxial cable or fiber optic cable, or com 
binations thereof. Wireless communication links can be a 
radio frequency, microwave, infrared, or other similar signal, 
and can use a suitable communication protocol, for example, 
Global System for Mobile telecommunications (GSM), Code 
Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Worldwide Interoper 
ability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), or Long Term Evo 
lution (LTE), or combinations thereof. Other wireless proto 
cols can also be used. 

Other network elements may be present in the communi 
cation system 300 to facilitate wireless communication but 
are omitted for clarity, Such as base stations, base station 
controllers, gateways, mobile Switching centers, dispatch 
application processors, and location registers such as a home 
location register or visitor location register. Furthermore, 
other network elements may be present to facilitate commu 
nication among access nodes 304 and 306, controller nodes 
308 and 310, handover control node 312, and communication 
network 314 which are omitted for clarity, including addi 
tional processing nodes, routers, gateways, and physical and/ 
or wireless data links for carrying data among the various 
network elements. 

FIG. 4 illustrates another exemplary method of controlling 
wireless device communication. In operation 402, a first han 
dover request is received from a wireless device. For example, 
wireless device 302 can be in communication with access 
node 304, which can be under the control of a first network 
operator and a second network operator through controller 
nodes 308 and 310, respectively. Wireless device 302 can 
detect a signal from access node 306, for example, a pilot 
signal, carrier signal, and the like. When the signal from 
access node 306 meets a threshold, wireless device 302 can 
request that a handover be performed to hand over wireless 
device 302 from access node 304 to access node 306. For 
example, wireless device 302 can detect from access node 
306 a received signal strength indicator (RSSI), or a carrier 
plus interference to noise ratio (CNIR), which meets a thresh 
old. As another example, wireless device 302 can detect a 
reference signal received power (RSRP) or a reference signal 
received quality (RSRO). In an embodiment, wireless device 
302 can request that a handover be performed to hand over 
wireless device 302 from access node 304 to access node 306. 
In an embodiment, communication system 300 can instruct 
wireless device 302 to request that a handover be performed 
to hand over wireless device 302 from access node 304 to 
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6 
access node 306. The first handover request can be received at 
handover control node 312, as well as at controller node 308 
and/or 310. 

In operation 404, a rejection response can be sent prevent 
ing the performance of the handover. For example, access 
node 306 can be under the control of only the second network 
operator through controller node 310. While the signal from 
access node 306 may meet a threshold such that wireless 
device 302 requests that a handover be performed, network 
access through access node 306 can be denied to wireless 
device 302, for example, because wireless device 302 may be 
authorized only by the first network operator, and thus can 
access a communication network only through access node 
304. The handover request from wireless device 302 can thus 
be rejected even though the signal from access node 306 
meets the threshold. In Such case, a rejection response will be 
sent preventing the performance of the handover. The rejec 
tion response can be determined by handover control node 
312. 

In operation 406, network conditions are determined. For 
example, a network congestion metric can be determined for 
communication link 316 and/or communication link 318. A 
network congestion metric can also be determined for com 
munication link320,322, and/or 324, as well as for commu 
nication link 330, 332, and/or 334, as well as other commu 
nication links in communication network 314. Network 
conditions can also include a determination of radio fre 
quency conditions of communication link 316 and/or 318. In 
addition, in operation 408, a battery level of the wireless 
device can be determined. For example, a query can be sent to 
wireless device 302 to determine a battery level of wireless 
device 302, or wireless device 302 can provide a battery level, 
following the sending of the rejection response. Further, in 
operation 410, application requirements of an application 
running on the wireless device can be determined. For 
example, an application wireless device 302 can require data 
from communication network 314, and the application may 
have certain minimum data requirements. As an example, an 
application can be a delay sensitive application, Such as a 
voice application (for example, a Voice over Internet Protocol 
application and the like) or a streaming data application (for 
example, streaming video or audio). A delay sensitive appli 
cation can require a minimum effective data rate and/or can 
tolerate a maximum delay of data to meet a minimum perfor 
mance threshold. Application requirements of the application 
can, for example, be provided by wireless device 302. Appli 
cation requirements can also be determined, for example, by 
examining data from wireless device 302, one example of 
which is deep packet inspection of data from wireless device 
3O2. 

Based on the determined network conditions, the deter 
mined battery level, and/or the application requirements, a 
handover prevention mode can be selected (operation 412) to 
prevent wireless device 302 from repeatedly scanning a car 
rier of access node 306 and/or sending additional requests for 
the performance of handover of wireless device 302 from 
access node 304 to access node 306. In an embodiment, a 
network element, such as handover control node 312, can 
select a handover prevention mode, and accordingly can pro 
vide a handover prevention value to be sent to wireless device 
302. In an embodiment, based at least in part on the rejection 
response, wireless device 302 can request a handover preven 
tion value from communication network 300, and the han 
dover prevention value can be provided by a network element 
Such as handover control node 312. In an embodiment, han 
dover control node 312 can provide at least two choices of a 
handover prevention mode to wireless device 302, which can 
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respond with a selection of a handover prevention mode. Such 
selection by the wireless device can be made based at least in 
part on a battery level of wireless device 302, signal strength 
parameters determined from access node 304 and/or access 
node 306, and/or application requirements of an application 
running on wireless device 302. 

In one handover prevention mode, first and second signal 
strength thresholds are set (operation 414). Referring to FIG. 
5, first signal strength threshold TH1 and second signal 
strength threshold TH2 can be set. Thresholds TH1 and TH2 
can be determined at least in part on a battery level of wireless 
device 302 and/or determined network conditions. A signal 
strength can comprise, for example, a received signal strength 
indicator (RSSI), or a carrier plus interference to noise ratio 
(CNIR), a reference signal received power (RSRP), a refer 
ence signal received quality (RSRO), or the like. 
When a signal strength of a carrier of second access node 

304 meets threshold TH1 (for example signal strength 502, at 
time t1), wireless device 302 can be prevented from scanning 
a carrier of second access node 306, and can be prevented 
from attempting to access a carrier of second access node 306. 
For example, wireless device 302 may detect a signal strength 
of a carrier of access node 306 which is higher than a carrier 
signal strength of access node 304. In a case where wireless 
device 302 is, for example, unauthorized to access a commu 
nication system through access node 306, a request for a 
handover to access node 306 would be denied, and would thus 
be a waste of resources of both of wireless device 302 as well 
as of access node 306 and other network elements. In such 
case, wireless device 302 can be prevented (for example, by 
an instruction) from either scanning a carrier of access node 
306, or from attempting to access a carrier of access node 306. 
In an embodiment, wireless device 302 can be instructed to 
stop scanning carriers, to prevent wireless device 302 from 
continually scanning a carrier of access node 306. 
When a signal strength of the carrier of second access node 

304 is below the first threshold TH1 and above the second 
threshold TH2 (for example, signal strength 504, a time t2), 
wireless device 302 can be permitted to scan carriers of access 
nodes. Wireless device 302 can also be prevented from 
requesting the performance of a handover of wireless device 
302 from access node 304 to access node 306. For example, a 
signal strength between the first threshold and the second 
threshold can indicate a distance between wireless device 302 
and access node 306. Where the signal strength decreases 
over time, the decrease can indicate that wireless device 302 
may be moving away from access node 306. In Such case, 
wireless device 302 can be prevented (for example, by an 
instruction) from requesting a handover to access node 306, 
but wireless device 302 can be permitted to scan carriers of 
detected access nodes. In an embodiment, wireless device 
302 can also be instructed specifically not to scan a carrier of 
access node 306. 

In addition, when a signal strength of the carrier of the 
second access node 304 meets the second threshold (for 
example, signal strength 506 at time t3), wireless device 302 
can be permitted to scan a carrier of access nodes and to 
request a performance of a handover of the wireless device 
from access node 304 to another access node. For example, 
when a signal strength received from a carrier of access node 
306 is below the second threshold TH2, it can be determined 
that wireless device 302 is sufficiently distant from access 
node 306 that it will neither continuously scan a carrier of 
access node 306 nor will wireless device 302 request to be 
handed over to access node 306. In an embodiment, wireless 
device 302 can also be instructed specifically not to scan a 
carrier of access node 306. 
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8 
Returning to FIG.4, in another handover prevention mode, 

a timer duration is set (operation 416). For example, a timer 
duration can be set to prevent wireless device 302 from scan 
ning a carrier of access node 306 during the timer duration, 
such as from the time the timer duration is set until a future 
time. As another example, a timer duration can be set to 
prevent wireless device 302 from scanning a carrier of access 
node 306 and from requesting that a handover of wireless 
device 302 to second access node 306 be performed during 
the timer duration. As yet another example, a future timer 
duration can be set such that wireless device 302 can continue 
to scan a carrier of access node 306 until a future time, and 
from that future time wireless device 302 can be prevented 
from Scanning and/or requesting that a handover be per 
formed during the future timer duration. A timer duration 
and/or a future timer duration can be set. In an embodiment, 
the timer duration (and/or the future timer duration) can be 
determined based at least in part on a determined battery level 
of the wireless device, determined network conditions, and/or 
application requirements of an application running on wire 
less device 302. In an embodiment, the wireless device can 
request that a network element, such as handovercontrol node 
312, set the timer duration and/or future timer duration. 

In another handover prevention mode, the wireless device 
can be instructed to enter a lower power mode (operation 
418). For example, wireless device 302 can be instructed to 
enter into a lower power state. Such as an idle mode or a sleep 
mode, in which the wireless device is not in continuous com 
munication with an access node. In an embodiment, the wire 
less device can be instructed to enter the lower power mode 
for a predetermined period of time, which can be determined 
at least in part based on a battery level of the wireless device 
and/or determined network conditions. Additionally or alter 
natively, an instruction can be provided to the wireless device 
to leave the lower power state when, for example, the wireless 
device periodically checks for a pending paging message or 
the like. 

In another handover prevention mode, a retry parameter is 
set (operation 420). For example, a retry parameter can be set 
so that a number of second handover requests sent by wireless 
device 302 can be limited. The retry parameter can be deter 
mined at least in part based on the determined battery level of 
the wireless device, the determined network conditions, and 
the determined application requirements of an application 
running on wireless device 302. In an embodiment, a network 
element such as handover control node 312 can determine the 
retry parameter and provide the retry parameter for wireless 
device 302. In an embodiment, wireless device 302 can 
request a retry parameter as its selection of a handover pre 
vention mode. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary processing node 600 com 
prising communication interface 602, user interface 604, and 
processing system 606 in communication with communica 
tion interface 602 and user interface 604. Processing node 
600 is capable of controlling wireless device communication. 
Processing system 606 includes storage 608, which can com 
prise a disk drive, flash drive, memory circuitry, or other 
memory device. Storage 608 can store software 610 which is 
used in the operation of the processing node 600. Storage 608 
may include a disk drive, flash drive, data storage circuitry, or 
some other memory apparatus. Software 610 may include 
computer programs, firmware, or some other form of 
machine-readable instructions, including an operating sys 
tem, utilities, drivers, network interfaces, applications, or 
some other type of software. Processing system 606 may 
include a microprocessor and other circuitry to retrieve and 
execute software 610 from storage 608. Processing node 600 
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may further include other components such as a power man 
agement unit, a control interface unit, etc., which are omitted 
for clarity. Communication interface 602 permits processing 
node 600 to communicate with other network elements. User 
interface 604 permits the configuration and control of the 
operation of processing node 600. 

Examples of processing node 600 include handover con 
trol node 312, and processing node 600 can also be an adjunct 
or component of a network element, such as an element of 
controller node 308 and/or controller node 310, access nodes 
104,106,304 or 306. Processing node 600 can also be another 
network element in a communication system. 
The exemplary systems and methods described herein can 

be performed under the control of a processing system 
executing computer-readable codes embodied on a computer 
readable recording medium or communication signals trans 
mitted through a transitory medium. The computer-readable 
recording medium is any data storage device that can store 
data readable by a processing system, and includes both Vola 
tile and nonvolatile media, removable and non-removable 
media, and contemplates media readable by a database, a 
computer, and various other network devices. 

Examples of the computer-readable recording medium 
include, but are not limited to, read-only memory (ROM), 
random-access memory (RAM), erasable electrically pro 
grammable ROM (EEPROM), flash memory or other 
memory technology, holographic media or other optical disc 
storage, magnetic storage including magnetic tape and mag 
netic disk, and solid State storage devices. The computer 
readable recording medium can also be distributed over net 
work-coupled computer systems so that the computer 
readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. 
The communication signals transmitted through a transitory 
medium may include, for example, modulated signals trans 
mitted through wired or wireless transmission paths. 
The above description and associated figures teach the best 

mode of the invention. The following claims specify the scope 
of the invention. Note that some aspects of the best mode may 
not fall within the scope of the invention as specified by the 
claims. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the fea 
tures described above can be combined in various ways to 
form multiple variations of the invention. As a result, the 
invention is not limited to the specific embodiments described 
above, but only by the following claims and their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of controlling wireless device communica 

tion, comprising: 
receiving a first request for a performance of a handover of 

a wireless device from a first access node shared by a 
first network operator and a second network operator to 
a second access node controlled only by the second 
network operator, 

sending a rejection response preventing the performance of 
the handover; and 

setting a handover prevention value to prevent the sending 
of a second request for the performance of a handover of 
the wireless device from the first access node to the 
second access node. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

setting a first signal strength threshold and a second signal 
strength threshold; 

preventing the wireless device from Scanning a carrier of 
the second access node when a signal strength of a 
carrier of the second access node meets the first thresh 
old; 
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10 
scanning by the wireless device a carrier of the second 

access node and preventing a performance of a handover 
of the wireless device from the first access node to the 
second access node when a signal strength of the carrier 
of the second access node is below the first threshold and 
above the second threshold; and 

scanning by the wireless device a carrier of the second 
access node and requesting a performance of a handover 
of the wireless device from the first access node to the 
second access node when a signal strength of the carrier 
of the second access node meets the second threshold. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

sending a timer duration to the wireless device to prevent 
the wireless device from Scanning a carrier of the second 
access node during the timer duration. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 
sending a timer duration to the wireless device to prevent 

the wireless device from Scanning a carrier of the second 
access node and from requesting that a handover of the 
wireless device to the second access node be performed 
during the timer duration. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

sending a future timer duration to the wireless device to 
prevent the wireless device from Scanning a carrier of the 
second access node during the future timer duration. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

instructing the wireless device to stop scanning the carrier 
of the second access node at a future time; and 

sending the future timer duration to the wireless device to 
prevent the wireless device from scanning the carrier of 
the second access node during the future timer duration 
starting at the future time. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

instructing the wireless device to enter a lower power 
mode. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

sending a retry parameter to the wireless device to limit a 
number of requests for the performance of a handover of 
the wireless device from the first access node to the 
second access node to the retry parameter based on a 
battery level of the wireless device. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein setting a handover 
prevention value further comprises: 

receiving in response to the rejection response a request 
from the wireless device for a handover prevention 
value; and 

sending the handover prevention value to the wireless 
device to prevent the sending of a second request for the 
performance of a handover of the wireless device from 
the first access node to the second access node. 

10. A system for controlling wireless device communica 
tion, comprising: 

a processing node configured to: 
receive a first request for a performance of a handover of 

a wireless device from a first access node shared by a 
first network operator and a second network operator 
to a second access node controlled only by the second 
network operator, 

send a rejection response preventing the performance of 
the handover; and 
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set a handover prevention value to prevent the sending of 
a second request for the performance of a handover of 
the wireless device from the first access node to the 
second access node. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

set a first signal strength threshold and a second signal 
strength threshold, 

wherein the wireless device is prevented from scanning a 
carrier of the second access node when a signal strength 
of a carrier of the second access node meets the first 
threshold, 

wherein when a signal strength of the carrier of the second 
access node is below the first threshold and above the 
second threshold the wireless device is permitted to scan 
a carrier of the second access node and a carrier of the 
first access node, and a performance of a handover of the 
wireless device from the first access node to the second 
access node is prevented, and 

wherein when a signal strength of the carrier of the second 
access node meets the second threshold the wireless 
device is permitted to scan a carrier of the second access 
node and a carrier of the first access node, and to request 
a performance of a handover of the wireless device from 
the first access node. 

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

send a timer duration to the wireless device to prevent the 
wireless device from scanning a carrier of the second 
access node during the timer duration. 

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

send a timer duration to the wireless device to prevent the 
wireless device from scanning a carrier of the second 
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access node and from requesting that a handover of the 
wireless device to the second access node be performed 
during the timer duration. 

14. The system of claim 10, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

send a future timer duration to the wireless device to pre 
vent the wireless device from scanning a carrier of the 
second access node during the future timer duration. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

instruct the wireless device to stop scanning the carrier of 
the second access node at a future time; and 

send the future timer duration to the wireless device to 
prevent the wireless device from scanning the carrier of 
the second access node during the future timer duration 
starting at the future time. 

16. The system of claim 10, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

instruct the wireless device to enter a lower power mode. 
17. The system of claim 10, wherein the processing node is 

further configured to: 
send a retry parameter to the wireless device to limit a 
number of requests for the performance of a handover of 
the wireless device from the first access node to the 
Second access node to the retry parameter based on a 
battery level of the wireless device. 

18. The system of claim 10, wherein the processing node is 
further configured to: 

receive in response to the rejection response a request from 
the wireless device for a handover prevention value; and 

send the handover prevention value to the wireless device 
to prevent the sending of a second request for the per 
formance of a handover of the wireless device from the 
first access node to the second access node. 


